ENGLISH
Stories about imaginary worlds
Myths and legends – Roman Legends
Recounts
Performance poems
Grammar - We are learning to use grammar that is
appropriate to the genre
Punctuation - We are learning how punctuation use affects
the way text are read and understood
Spelling - We are learning to identify errors in our writing and
develop our ability to make the appropriate corrections
MUSIC
To explore their thoughts and feelings through responding
physically, intellectually and emotionally to a variety of music
from different times and cultures through:
 Controlling sounds through singing and playing performing skills
 Creating and developing musical ideas - composing skills
 Responding and reviewing - appraising skills
 Listening, and applying knowledge and understanding
British Folk Music: recorder instrument
COMPUTING
‘We are Meteorologists’ Unit

HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY
The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain
To know who the Romans were and where they came
from
To know how the Celtic way of life differ from that of
the Romans
To know who Boudicca was
To know what happened in AD 60
To know what a gladiator was
To know what mattered to the Romans
To learn about the religion of the Romans
To know what the Romans left behind

We will be recapping and using number and place
value throughout the term.
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Spring Term 2020-2021
Y3
PROJECT
Rocks - booklet
Romans – poster or 3D model

MfL (SPANISH)
Animals differentiated by simple habitats, houses and
its parts, months, days of the week
SPANISH TERM PROJECT: Food preparation and recipe

ART/DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
ART: Coins/Plates Design (after Florence Balducci)
Roman Coins Design
DT: 3D Photo frames

MATHS
Number – multiplication & division
Statistics
Measurement – money, length and perimeter
Number – fractions

PE
Football
Dance
Bench ball, Badminton/Tennis
Games

Judaism - What does it mean to be a Jew?
How do Christians believe following Jesus’ new
commandments and his two greatest commandments
make a difference?
Who is the most important person in the Easter
story?

SCIENCE
Rocks
Compare and group together different kinds of rocks
on the basis of appearance and simple physical
properties.
Discover how different rocks were made by Planet
Earth

PHSE
Going for Goals
Good to be me

